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APPENDIX #3 Scwarzy Ad-Libs (examples) 

 

From the authors: "Schwarzy's ad libs" are the most topical part of the script and must be 

rewritten to reference current and/or local news items. As you can see, whatever the topic, she 

frequently works in her two fathers. These were generally written by Sarah Saltzberg, and added 

to by subsequent Schwarzys. 

 

This bee is as confusing for me as Father's Day! As the daughter of 2 gay dads, 1'd like to know 

who scheduled Father's Day and Gay Pride weekend ,within 7 days of each other?! Welt anyway, 

to celebrate Gay Father's Pride week, which is what we call it in my family, we went to go see 

"Cinderella Man" - but it wasn't exactly what we were expecting. 

 

This bee is about as misguided as the current administration! With the Patriot Act about to 

expire, President Bush was quoted in this weeks NY Times as saying "in times of terrorism, 

some civil liberties must be sacrificed. But I will do my best to protect them." As a progressive, 

half-Jewish, mixed race child of 2 gay fathers, I really don't think he's got my civi1liberties in 

mind. 

 

This bee is as confusing as George Bush seeing Brokeback Mountain. Thursday night is movie 

night in my house, and this past Thursday my dads and I ,vent to go see a special screening of 

Brokeback Mountain. My Carl-Dad said he couldn't see cowboys without thinking of George 

Bush, and then my Dan-Dad said he couldn't see gay cowboys without thinking of Karl Rove and 

George Bush. And then the man behind us said "yes, and isn't nice to see them screwing each 

other for a change!" We laughed... 

 

This bee is nose-diving faster than Star Jones' career!! Star Jones' "resignation" from The View 

sent shockwaves through the Schwartzandgrubenierre household, until we realized - my Dan 

Dad would be a perfect replacement. They both lost a lot of weight doing pilates, they both have 

issues with Rosie O'Donnell, and they both married gay men! So Barbara, consider this-my Dan 

Dad would be an asset to your show, and as my Karl Dad says, he's more of a big black queen 

than Star Jones will ever be!! 

 

This bee is about as shocking as Lance Bass coming out of the closet! Former N'Sync member 

Lance Bass literally rocked the nation earlier this week when he proudly came out of the closet-

though as my dads pointed out, the highlighted hair tips have always been a little bit of a dead 

giveaway. Anyway, I applaud Lance for taking a stand and essentially bein' the anti-Bush poster 

boy-he's openly gay~ he's dating someone with a very foreign name and he wrote the song that I 

want to sing to President Bush when he finally leaves office-(with boy band choreography 

singing) - I wanna see you out that door - baby, bye bye bye!!! 
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